


PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

Increase awareness and value 
of Extension through a 

strong, sustainable 
Homegrown brand.  

 
 

“Everyday solutions for everyday lives” 
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SOLUTIONS-DRIVEN CONTENT 



VIDEO TOPICS RUBRIC 

✔  Do we have a simple but research-based solution to offer  
(from an Extension/CALS expert)?     Y / N 

✔  Does the topic offer a clear, relevant consumer benefit?    Y / N 

✔  Is the topic relevant to adults w/young kids living in an urban  
or suburban area? Does it address their needs or interests?    Y / N 

✔  Can they easily apply the solution in their everyday lives?    Y / N 

✔  Are people talking or thinking about the topic?     Y / N 

✔  Is the topic easily categorized into Kitchen, Farm or Garden?    Y / N 

 
If you answered "No" or "I don't know" to any question,  

please spend more time refining the topic prior to submitting. 



VIDEO TOPICS RUBRIC 

If you answered “Yes” to all of the prior questions,  
please answer these final questions: 

 
✔  Explain what your topic teaches or demonstrates – clearly describe how 

the “solution” addresses a consumer challenge: 
 
 

✔  Explain how this relates to an urban/suburban audience:  
 
 

✔  List your contacts with email/phone number and describe how you see 
them participating:  
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SAMPLE TOPICS BY CATEGORY 

In the Garden  
✔  Home Gardening  
✔  Sustainable landscapes  
✔  Fruits, vegetables & herbs  
✔  House plants 
✔  Lawn care and Weed control 
✔  Shrubs, plants, flowers and trees 
  
In the Kitchen  
✔  Food safety 
✔  Food preservation  
✔  Cost-conscious nutrition  
✔  Healthy cooking & eating  
✔  “Celebrity Chef Favorites” 

On the Farm  
•  Environment   
•  Animal care & welfare 

•  Antibiotics and hormones  
•  GMOs  
•  Grocery store markets & terms 

(what do they really mean?)  
–  Local 
–  All-natural 
–  Conventional 
–  Organic 
–  Whole foods 
–  Grass-fed 
–  Pasture-raised 

•  “My Farm Story” (Local 
Producers) 



OUR TEAM 

✔  Sara Awad 

✔  Richard Campbell 

✔  Ken Ellzey 

✔  Julie Hayworth-Perman 

✔  Debra Ireland 

✔  Chris Liotta 

✔  Justin Moore 

✔  Mallory Simpson 



WEBSITE 
go.ncsu.edu/Homegrown 

 
NEWSLETTER 

go.ncsu.edu/Homegrown-Newsletter 


